What is on DEREK’S DESK (DSD) Today?

We are now into the meat of my work: The Flood. We live in a Post-Flood World. The Ark made a copy of the Original Creation, the Flood destroyed the Original Creation, and God expanded the canvas for His New Creation during the Drying Phases. We will see another application of the Creation Function (CF).

This DsD will be Part Two of a two-part story, this “drying” aspect of the Flood give results that we can talk about in an objective manner.

Another Example of the Common Numerical Themes in the Bible

Last issue I introduced The Wetting of the Earth. Today I bring you the second half of the Flood, the Drying of the Earth. completely restoring the Earth and recreating this Blue Planet we thrive on now. We continue to use the CF to characterize and analyze the Flood, comparing the result to today.

The Flood Drying Days: An Earth Reborn?

A Recap: 150 Days of Flooding:

First, 40 Days and Nights of permanent time were added to the World and Ark in the N-S dimension. This raised the Ark from Day 7 of the Original Creation to Day 47 of what is to become the World we experience today. Next, with only evil remaining on the SepGrid, the division by the Sword for 47 Days from the bottom up is Death. Finally, the way things move has profoundly changed, now that the E-W has been expanded 63 Days according to the CF. These three actions upon the Earth add to 150 Days total.

N-S Drying, 73 Days: The Earth is Reborn

During the 150 Days, the Ark had also grown exponentially from 30 cubits pre-flood dimensions to 30 Days of Post-Flood Permanent time in the N-S. shows the Ark’s occupancy in the “Wetting Diagram” from Day 47 to Day 77. Now God is drying the N-S from His High Hand perspective of Day 150. Recall from that the N-S (aka Sword) axis is the “Way of the Tree of Life”. Now it takes 73 Days to dry from Day 150 to Day 77. The mountain-tops are seen at the end of this period.

E-W Drying, 90 Days: The Diagram Works!

John 21 is a passage that helped confirm the usefulness of the Diagram. Peter is standing in a boat (like the Ark in the N-S). Christ is standing on dry land (like the SepGrid) speaking to Peter across the waters (like the E-W). Christ instructs Peter to cast a net on the “right side of the boat”, which would be the E-W, in which 153 fish are harvested, representing the Body of Christ, The Church. Therefore, I give the E-W a dimension of 153 Days. One calculation I can make comes from the same passage, i.e. being 200 cubits from shore and standing in the bottom of a boat (Day 47). Subtracting: 200 – 47 = 153. So, therefore, drying from E-W Day 153 to E-W Day 63 would take 90 Days.

Separation Grid Drying, 56 Days:

The 21-Day Bird Season is passed, having worked on the N-S/SepGrid intersection from Day 77 to Day 56, while the E-W was drying. Therefore, Noah sees the dry Earth from his perspective (Gen 8:13), but from God’s Perspective the Earth (SepGrid) is not dry yet, and must be dried from Day 56 to Day 1 inclusive. During this time, Noah is removing the covering of the Ark, and moving everything to one side, see Then the “Half Ark” can occupy the dry SepGrid from Day 56 to Day 26, and release its contents.

Reborn: More Ark Body Model

The Earth was literally “born” at the end of the 73 Days. If the Ark was conceived on 1/1/600 (Noah Year), and filled 47 Days later, and endured and grew during 150 days of Flood, and was dried and finished for 73 days, this adds up to exactly 270 days. Many may recognize this as the gestation period of a human fetus, aka 9 months! The mountain top being seen is like the head of the baby appearing during labor.
The Rainbow

The Rainbow is the Sign of the Covenant of the Word of God. It began at Gen. 9:12, the very end of the Flood and applies to the Present and to time henceforth to us, the animals and to the Earth in perpetuity. The Light of the Rainbow, as Electromagnetic (E-W) Waves was facilitated by the Birds over the course of 21 days.

We have studied God’s point of view of a 370 Days Flood, but Noah’s 40 Days point of view is the most popular. Many overlook that there was a Bird Season of 21 Days, and that the black and white birds had crucial roles in communication and Earth drying, maybe creating the first Electromagnetic (E-M) waves.

The Raven First and Then the Dove: Out of Phase 90 Degrees?

Immediately after the 73 Day drying phase in the N-S, Noah released a raven from the window of the Ark at Day 77, and it flew away in the E-W (spatial) dimension to find dryness. Once the Raven as well away, (perhaps the Raven was male?), the female Dove was released. This implies that the Raven had reached the waterline before the Dove was released. On the “Post-Flood Spacetime Diagram”, this difference is 90 degrees. The same relationship exists between the Electric and Magnetic field component of an E-M wave, which is the same as a light wave, see the pictorials above. The Electric, E portion is flat to the page, while the Magnetic, B portion is flying in and out of the page.

When the Raven Changes, the Dove changes: ΔE -> ΔB

When the Raven was released, the Dove was still in the Ark. When Noah saw that the Raven was accelerating away, he released the Dove. We just discussed a Dove that lags the Raven’s flight. So, when the Raven flight changes, the Dove reacts and its flight changes in its respective path. This phenomenon also exists with light waves. When the E portion of the light wave changes, the B portion changes, in other words, there is a magnetic field whenever there is a change in electric current.

To and Fro: Sinusoidal Wave Action of the Raven and Dove

Gen. 8:7 The Bible explicitly states that the Raven flew “forth to and fro, until the waters were dried up from off the earth”. So, this means the Raven flew from at Ark at D77 to the Waterline and back forth in the E-W for 21 Days until the waterline reached the top of the Sepgrid at D56. This starting, flying, stopping, flying in the other direction closely resembles the sinusoidal action of the light wave. And since the Dove follows as the Raven accelerates and decelerates, the Dove’s flight pattern is also a “sine wave”.

Raven (E) to Dove (B) = c

The Raven’s initial position was D77 and it ended up at D57, just above the dry Earth surface at D56. If you subtract 57 from 77 you get 20 orders of natural magnitude. And since the Dove lags the Raven by 90 degrees, we can say that when the Dove is at D77 Raven is at D57. From a quick CF analysis of the velocity of light, c we obtain: exp(3e8) = 19.5 compared to the 20 result Raven:Dove. The light wave also has an instantaneous ratio E/B = c.

The Leaf in the Dove’s Mouth?

While the Raven was “making waves” the Dove was reactive and countering these waves. If the Raven made a wave and water went on the SepGrid, the Dove would remove it and fly it back the Ark. Over the course of 7 days, the water level went down from D63 to D56. The tree does the same thing, as water soaks into the Earth from rains, the root of the tree soak up the water and transport it to the leaves where most of the water is evaporated by light. So, when Noah released the Dove again after waiting 7 Days, the Dove returned with a leaf, the sign of dryness (and also the Holy Spirit).
Gravity is Electro-Magnetic:

Gravity is the weakest of the 4 fundamental forces that exist in the Physics Standard Model. The CF accounts for the relative strengths of these forces by showing their dominions and ranges in the E-W (and N-S) dimensions. The first three are atomic in nature and are facilitated by the Ark once it is completely dismantled and the “Half Ark” takes residence on the SepGrid. A CF analysis of the gravitational estimated relative strength of 10E-40 compared to the strong force is obtained: exp(10E-40) or 90 Days. This force’s dominion is from D153 to D63 in the E-W, and is thus E-M in nature.

Farther is Faster, Hubbell:

The concept of SCOPE angle along the E-W dimension is integral to the Diagram. The Raven flew “to and fro” in the E-W dimension. We said that the Raven accelerated as it flew further from the Ark, ultimately achieving light-speed “c” when the water level dropped to D56 at 90 degrees. This phenomenon was measured by Hubbell when he observed far-away Stars and Galaxies. The further away an object is, the more “red-shift” it exhibits, this implies that the object is moving faster.

The Big Bang is taught to be the explanation of Origins, and the source of the “Expanding Universe”. My research suggests that World is “expanded” not “expanding”. The drying process stopped any further expansion from the Flood.

Redshift:

For redshift, for now I present a qualitative explanation of how it works on the Diagram. We have an occupancy in the N-S in Permanent time, and I place us at D63, the door of the Ark, and where the leaf came from, and where (when) we disembarked. On the Diagram, if you draw a straight line away from the Ark, it will travel toward the red portion of the E-W shown. Since light from objects comes from electrons, and we have not emptied the Ark yet, we must pick this up in a later DsD.

Appearance of Age:

There are two main sources of this “appearance of age” in our World: The Stars and the Earth. The Stars represent long spatial distances we measure in “light-years”. Spatial distances are represented by the E-W dimension, which we now know was expanded 153 days during the Wetting process, and now Dried by God in E-W from D153 to D63, coupling the light from the Stars, now much farther away to the Earth. And the Earth, in the final 56-Day drying process was dried by God from SepGrid D56 to D1, coupling the Post-Flood Earth to the Preflood Earth. We read that “Noah looked and saw that the face of the Earth was dry…”, but God knew that the Earth’s internals were not dry yet, therefore it was not time for Noah to come out. The result of this drying is 56 Days of Earth “history” that was solidified by God.
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Upcoming Articles

• **Derek’s Desk Issue 9: Where is the Ark Now?**
  There have been many stories about finding the Ark in the mountains of Turkey—I cannot say if those stories have any credibility, but I can show how the Ark “remnant” establishes Physics as we experience it now and much more.

• **Derek’s Desk Issue 10: The Higg’s Boson: a.k.a. “The God Particle”**
  With the information about the Flood from DsD 6-9—What is there to know about the Higg’s Boson? Can we use the Creation Function?

• **Derek’s Desk Issue 11: Black Holes**
  With the recent passing of Dr. Stephen Hawking—What is there to know about Black Holes from a New Creation perspective? Can we use the Creation Function and are there any spiritual takeaways?

Who is Derek?

Derek Marshall of East Lansing, MI is an electrical engineer who holds a bachelor’s degree in Physics from Michigan State University. An inventor and former Marine, Derek discovered the Creation Function in 2005 and has applied it to many of the Bible’s more difficult topics as well as questions in Modern Physics and Chemistry.

Credits/Links

• **Pictures**
  Starlight and Time: From the Wikipedia of D. Russell Humphreys, Ph.D. And his 1994 Book “Starlight and Time”
  All other Diagrams Created by Derek
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